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indiana’s children’s book award: the young hoosier book award - indiana libraries, vol. 23, number 2 3
members of the yhba committees read all of the selected titles that meet the requirements and choose the
twenty books that will be on the reading list. bibliography of indiana women's history books and
articles - bibliography of indiana women's history books and articles compiled by mary owen for the indiana
women's history association ... authors/journalists flanner, janet ... traces of indiana and midwestern history 3
no. 1 (winter 1991): 40-7. books (rule 15) - indiana university bloomington - books (rule 15): for books,
the author’s name should appear as it does on the title page of the book, in small caps ... when a shorter work
appears in a collection with various authors, the name of the author of the ... 3. id. at 56. 4. see id. sarah t.
bolton letter - indiana historical society - sarah t. bolton letter, 5 november 1888 collection information .
biographical sketch scope and content note . contents cataloging information ... indiana authors and their
books, 1816–1916: biographical sketches of authors who published during the first century of indiana
statehood, with lists of their indiana department of education - doe - the american revolution and the
indiana territory: 1770s to 1816 4.1.3 ... (i.e., articles, biographies, internet resources, nonfiction books) 4.1.18
research and describe the contributions of important indiana artists and writers to the state’s cultural
landscape. examples: painters: t.c. steele, the hoosier group and robert indiana; authors ... indiana
pondsonds - purdue extension - indiana ponds purdue extension id-409-w purdue extension indiana
pondsonds authors: natalie carroll don jones editor: becky goetz designer: dan annarino ponds can add beauty
and recreation to your rural property by creating a site for watching wildlife, fishing, picnicking, and hunting.
george k. bradley papers, 1877-1991 - george k. bradley papers, 1877–1991 collection information
biographical sketch scope and content note series contents cataloging information processed by ...
continuation of indiana authors and their books, 1816-1916, and containing additional names from the earlier
period, page 69. crawfordsville, ind.: wabash college, 1974.
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